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Dedication and Prelude To Raine Daston In his essay "Of Travel," Francis Bacon recommends that diaries be used to register the things "to be seen and observed." Upon returning home, the traveler should not entirely leave the visited countries, but maintain a correspondence with those she met, and let her experience appear in discourse rather than in "apparel or gesture." Your itineraries through a vast expanse of the globe of knowledge seem to illustrate Bacon's recommendations, and have inspired many to embark on the exploration of other regions-some adjacent, some distant from the ones you began to clear. Yet not all have journeyed as well equipped as you with notebooks, nor assembled them into a trove apt to become, as Bacon put it, "a good key" to inquiry. As you begin new travels, you may add the present collection to yours, and adopt the individual booklets as amicable companions on the plane or the U-Bahn. Upon wishing you, on behalf of all its contributors, Gute Reise! and Bon voyage!, let us tell you something about its genesis and intention. Science depends on the unexpected. Yet surprise and its role in the process of scientific knowledge-making has hitherto received little attention, let alone systematic investigation. If such a study existed, it would no doubt have been produced in your Department at the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science. The topic is a seamless match with your interest in examining ideals and practices of scientific and cultural rationality-ideals and practices often so fundamental that they appear to transcend history or are overlooked altogether. It is also an endeavor too broad and diverse for a single scholar to pursue, and you would undoubtedly have approached it by joining forces with others. Guided by a vision of collective empiricism and nurtured by the joy of collaborating, you have both researched and practiced forms of intellectual cooperation. Working groups and their edited books have become a hallmark of the Department's achievements. We have all experienced the recipe: bring together the right mixture of people and themes, in constantly fresh combinations, add a few audacious questions, and set in motion a series of unforeseen and highly productive encounters that generate unexpected findings, long-standing friendships, and a vast interdisciplinary network of like-minded scholars. 4 To Raine Daston | Dedication and Prelude It is this network of varied sensibilities that we mobilized for a collective work on surprise and the history of knowledge, drawing on the Department's characteristic outlook and the creativity of those who have supported and shaped it over the past twenty-five years. It was impossible for us to include each and every scholar in residence during the Department's existence. In order to keep the project manageable, we had to restrict ourselves to inviting those who had been its members or guests for at least two years, or had been centrally involved in one of its working groups. The response to our call was enthusiastic. As the papers came streaming in, we became increasingly excited. We realized that the synergies created by this project testify to the gratefulness that lives on within a vibrant scholarly community, and convey something of the intellectual and affective dispositions that sustained the life of your Department. We envisaged a cornucopia of short texts crossing epochal and disciplinary boundaries. The contributors were asked to engage with surprise as a basic component of seeking, constructing, and experiencing knowledge of the world. The 107 pieces in this volume look at surprise as a historical category, as a staged performance or spontaneous reaction, or as part of a personal experience during scholarly endeavors. They mobilize different genres-from the erudite to the autobiographical, from the essayistic to the poetic and pictorial. Taken together, they engage with and build upon your work, foregrounding an epistemic category closely related to wonder. Wonder, however, involves a paradox: it is the beginning of inquiry, but that very inquiry puts an end to it. Wonder is thus "a barometer of ignorance." The present collection of texts nuances, perhaps even contradicts, the observation that "The more we know, the less we wonder." For all those acquainted with you can attest to your permanent sense of wonder, your capacity to be surprised, and your ability to turn that emotion into productive accomplishments for the dignity and advancement of learning. Never blasée, you have shared the curiosity of junior and senior scholars alike, encouraging them to pursue the paths this dubious passion opens toward its apparent end. Such an attitude embodies a manner of being in the world, a 5 To Raine Daston | Dedication and Prelude spontaneous yet reflexive confidence that the pursuit and growth of knowledge does not lead to melancholy world-weariness, but to ever-new and pleasurable sources of admiratio. The result of our collective endeavor is presented here in alphabetical order by authors' last name, the texts themselves ranging, randomly, from "A Family Conversation" to "Zufallsfunde." As in the Encyclopédie, the arbitrariness of that order is meant to suggest the impermanence of systems and the frailty of methodical arrangements, while evoking unforeseen depths, unusual convergences, unexpected companions, and the indefinite and surprising ramifications of the ways of human understanding. The occasion seemed to lend itself less to purely erudite disquisitions than to a self-conscious epistemic and emotional exercise in friendship and gratitude. It is offered in that spirit, as a readable work to be dipped into for spells of browsing, and as a handy edition fitting in any pocket, tailored to your specific needs and practices of being on the go. May this collection be an enduring source of enjoyable surprise! Barcelona, Berlin, London, November 2018 Mechthild Fend, Anke te Heesen, Christine von Oertzen, Fernando Vidal Christa Donner, The Two-Handed Question, 2018, collage. Based on sketches drawn during Deptartment II's colloquium in fall 2015. Courtesy of the artist.
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